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SELEZION E 2020539

PROVA SCRITTA

1. The countries involved in the European Qualifications Framework are:

EU Member States, the European Economic Area countries, and Albania, North Macedonia,

Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey

b. EU Member States and the European Economic Area countries

c. EU Member States, European Economic Area countries, Albania, North Macedonia and

Serbia

d. EU Member States, Canada and USA

2. The "PROCEDURES FOR ENTRY, RESIDENCY AND ENROLMENT AT HIGHER EDUCATION

INSTITUTIONS FOR STUDENTS REQUIRING VISAS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION COURSES IN ITALY,

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-2021” are n__o_t_ applicable to:

a. Non—EU students residing outside Italy

b. Non-EU students residing outside and inside Italy

c. Non—EU students and EU students

EU students

3. Which one of the following statements about the Transcript of records is correct?

a. failed exams are never listed

b. for each exam, the local grade is always declared

c. for each exam, the ECTS credits are always declared

an explanation of the credit and grading system should be included

4. To renew the residence permit, students must prove the possession of the following economic

means for subsistence during the planned stay:

a. € 6.977,79 per year

b. € 598,79 per month

€ 5.977,79 per year

d. € 458,79 per month

5. According to the European Qualifications Framework, the first cycle (Bachelor’s) typically

includes:

a. a minimum of 180 ECTS credits

® a minimum of 180 — 240 ECTS credits
. a maximum of 180 credits

d. no minimum or maximum of credits
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According to the European Qualifications Framework, the second cvcle (Master's) includes a

minimum of:

a. 120 credits

b. a typical amount of credits is not prescribed for this cycle

c. 90-120 credits

@ 60 credits

Which of the following statements about the ”Diploma Supplement" is correct?

a. the diploma issued after a Master’s Degree taught in English

a certificate issued at universities which are part of the Bologna Process

c. a certificate issued after a Double Degree

d. certificate which replaces the official diploma if lost

Residence permit applications must be submitted within 5 working days after the arrival to Italy:

a. 4 days

@ 8 days

c. 12 days

d. 6 days

Which one of the following statements about the Marco Polo Programme is correct?

a. It includes a lO—months intensive Italian language course

b. It includes a 11—months intensive Italian language course

C? It is open to Chinese students with a Gao-Kao score higher than 400

It is open to Chinese students with a Gao-Kao score higher than 750

Statement of comparability and Declaration of Value are:

a. the same document

@ interchangeable

c. respectively issued by an Italian Embassy and by the Italian ENIC—NARIC centre (CIMEA)

d. None of the above

As part of the 12 years of education, the pre—school year might be counted if:

a. it is attended before being 8 years old

b. it includes Italian language classes

@ it is compulsory and integral part of the curriculum

. it includes English language classes

The ENIC/NARIC network is a network of national centres set up to:

a. define the levels of qualifications of each country involved in the EQF

b. support national government in the definitions of the levels of qualifications

@ directly support institutions and citizens with the recognition of academic qualifications

serve as consultant to EU institutions for comparing the different systems
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13. Given the existence of individual quotas, students who do not classify well enough in the relevant

ranking cannot:

a.

b.

c.

seek admission to another university course in the same institution

seek redeployment for the same university course to an alternative institution

seek redeployment for another university course to an alternative institution

defer the entrance to the following year

14. What is the main function of a pivot table?

a.

b.

@
d.

enter data

export data

summarize and Visualize data

none of the above

15. Which of the following statements about the Apostille is correct?

a.

c.

d.

it can replace the Statement of Comparability

It is ruled by The Hague Convention

It is compulsory for non-European diplomas

It is issued by CIMEA

16. In Microsoft PowerPoint, "Custom Slide Size" allows you to change:

a.

c.

d.

the order of the slides

the orientation of the slides

the contents of the slides

none of the above

17. The overarching European Qualifications Framework provides:

a.

b.

d.

an assertion of comparability

a confirmation of the value of a programme

a common understanding of the outcomes of a programme

a guideline to understand foreign qualifications

18. The European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) is a tool aimed at:

@

b.

0
-
0

supporting students to have their academic qualifications and study periods abroad

recognised

translating foreign qualifications into the Italian system

creating a European grade system

recognising extra-curricular activities
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19. Is there an Italian language exam for an international applicant before enrolling in an Italian taught

programme?

a. yes, in any case

yes, if he/she needs a study visa and has not an official certification for Italian language

c. no, in any case

d. each university applies its own regulations

20. Once the pre-enrolment application has been completed, visa applications must be submitted at

the Italian consular diplomatic mission located in:

a. the country of birth

the country of residence

c. the country of citizenship

d. none of the above

21. Which of the following statements about the CIMEA Statement of Comparability is correct?

a. It compares different education systems

b. It is an official certificate issued to all university students for free

It supports the credential evaluation procedure

. It is a compulsory document for international applicants

22. To obtain an entry visa for STUDY purposes for University Enrolment, students should n_ot meet

one of the following requirements:

a. having adequate financial resources

being more than 18 years old

c. having an health insurance

d. having a suitable accommodation

23. Prospective students who need to take an entry examinations in Italy can:

obtain a Schengen Uniform Visa for stays of less than 90 days to take the exam if this takes

place before they obtained the entrance qualification

b. obtain a "D" type STUDY visa for ”University Enrolment" to take the exam if this takes place

before they obtained the entrance qualification

c. obtain a Schengen Uniform Visa for stays of less than 45 days to take the exam if this takes

place before they obtained the entrance qualification

d. obtain a "D” type STUDY visa for ”University Enrolment” to take the exam and return to

their home country to finalize the final visa application
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24. lf an international applicant for a Master's Degree is still waiting to conclude his/her Bachelor:

a. the credential evaluation procedure cannot start

@ the credential evaluation procedure can be done with a provisional transcript of records

c. the applicant can be enrolled in the Master’s Degree if she/he has the academic

requirements

d. the credential evaluation procedure is not valid

25. The European Qualifications Framework is:

a. a tool to recognize foreign qualifications

b. a framework to establish the level of a qualification

@ a framework that serves as a translation tool between different national qualifications

frameworks

d. a tool to improve transparency

26. Which of the following acronym is correct?

ENIC: European Network of Information Centres

0 NARIC: National Academic Recognition Information Colleges

c. CIMEA: Centro di Informazione sulle Migrazioni e Ie Equivalenze Accademiche

d. EACEA: Education, Audiovisual and Communication Executive Agency

27. According to the European Qualifications Framework, the third cycle (PhD) includes a minimum

of:

a. 60 credits

a typical amount of credits is not prescribed for this cycle

c. 90 credits

d. 30 credits

28. One of the cornerstones of the Lisbon Recognition Convention is that recognition should be

granted:

a. for any title officially awarded by a European country

unless there is a substantial difference between the foreign qualification and the required

one

c. if the foreign title is comparable with the national ones

d. if the number of credits foreseen by each title is identical

29. The diploma supplement is designed as an aid to:

a. provide information on the courses taken by the students
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b. certify the grades obtained by the student

c. provide information on the student career

support the recognition of academic qualifications

30. Which of the following enables to monitor modifications within a Word document?

a. hyperlink

@ track Changes

c. mail merge

d. summary

 


